Instruction for use, timer unit GT6 and GT12
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Hook for left or right side mounting
Slot for mounting rail
Time scale
Timer dial
Mounting rail for
Mounting on fence post

Timer for general use together with some sort of automatic feeding device. However, we recommend any one of
the FEED-X gate solutions, ranging from 3 to 15 meters opening and option for double electric ropes.
NOTE – these are sold as separate items – gives the same cost as complete set.
The automatic gates that exist on the market, of different brands, are not designed to be released. They have a
common problem that makes the gate open way to fast. This can lead to harm for both animals and equipment.
Also there is a risk of overloading the timer (eg. Coil spring gates). All Feed-x gates are designed to open at a
safe speed.
The timer is completely mechanical and exists in two versions. With either 6, or 12, hours maximum time delay.
This means that you will not need batteries or cables to the timer unit. Really easy installation - two screws
(included) attaches mounting rail to fence post.
It is designed in such a way that effects of rain and snow are minimized. All units are tested in minus 18 degrees
in our end-of-line test. The outer shell is made of impact resistant ABS plastic. It is sealed against rain and have
thin slots at the bottom to vent out moisture.
The mounting rail makes it very easy to move, or – if the weather is really bad (freezing rain or similar) you can
bring it inside to thaw. Extra mounting rails can be bought separately.
The hook can handle a maximum of 2 kg pull force. Easy to check with a hey-scale.

Mounting example :

Handle with electric rope. Connected to
electric fence on the other end of gate.

Use
1.
2.
3.
4.

Set the timer dial to the desired delay. 6 or 12 hours possible range depending on model.
Turn plastic hook until it locks.
Attach gate handle to the hook.
Prepare the gated section of pasture with hay – Done.

Tip.
If the horse, or horses, are of the inventive and curious kind, there is of course a risk that the timer becomes a
target of interest. In this case we recommend a loop of steel wire around the timer, connected to the electric
fence.
Technical data
Housing and hook are made of impactresistant ABS plastic.
Hight : 125 mm Diameter : 72 mm Weight : 0.15 kg
maximum of kg pull force: 2 kg
Delivered with mounting rail and screws.

NOTE
If something unforeseen happens – for example that a horse runs through the gate. The timer will release immediately –
without breaking (occurs at a pull force of app 15 kg).
Regardless of, if you are using a normal gate or a Feed-X gate, there are always risks with gates and fences. In case of
guarantee issues or other damage, we follow the trade terms stated in NL09.

For more information and instructions check out our webpage or Youtube channel: WWW.Feed-X.se ,
Youtube.com/channel/UCco-r5wTaPFj3fU75Tina1Q or search for Feed-X on Youtube
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